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MIB-1 labeling index in breast cancer is correlated with the degree of tumor differentiation. We determined the proliferation
index (Ki-67) of malignant and benign breast lesions by immunohistochemical staining of breast tissue sections with a
monoclonal antibody to Ki-67. A series of 115 breast lesions was studied, including 81 malignant breast carcinomas, 9
fibroadenomas, 3 atypical ductal hyperplasias, 8 benign epithelial proliferations, and 15 simple cysts. Overall, the malignant
tumors had a significantly higher mean proliferation index (P = 0.005) than benign breast lesions. In particular, in comparison
with benign breast lesions, fibroadenomas (P = 0.0001) and simple cysts (P = 0.01) had a significantly higher Ki-67 labeling
index. Breast cancer had the highest mean Ki-67 labeling index (P = 0.0003). Ki-67 labeling indices in breast cancers were
significantly correlated with the histological differentiation (P = 0.0001). In a series of breast cancers, the proliferation index
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was higher in poorly differentiated tumors than in well-differentiated ones. This study suggests that the Ki-67 labeling index is a
good marker to distinguish benign from malignant breast lesions and may be a useful criterion for classifying breast lesions into
different groups. In addition, this index may have some prognostic value in breast cancer.An Army photographer was given a
dressing down by his superiors after he posted pictures of himself outside the White House that included a placard with the
message "Impeach 45". The Department of Defense released a statement Monday confirming the photograph was shared by
Lance Cpl. Robert Barnes and said there is no place in the military for such "insensitive actions". The statement continued:
"While there is no excuse for this action, we must accept responsibility for this isolated incident, and he has been counselled." It
added that the placement of the placard had been "inconsistent with Army Values". It wasn't clear what prompted the
photographer to place the placard, and the statement did not elaborate.Q: Model for the question of whether a system can have a
self-melding null? Suppose we have the system $$\dot{x}=f(x,y,\phi),\;\;\dot{y}=g(x,y,\phi).$$ 82157476af
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